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Dilemmas, Conspiracies, and Sophie's Choice: Vignette Themes and Ethical Judgments
Ethical judgments refer to individual determinations of the appropriateness of ethically questionable courses of action (Reidenbach and Robin, 1990; Robin, Reidenbach, and Babin, 1997; Sparks and Pan, 2010) . Although the concept seems straightforward, decades of empirical investigation have failed to advance knowledge appreciably given tendencies, for example, toward replication of wellestablished findings (Mudrack & Mason, 2012) . As suggested by these authors, an overall absence of meaningful results may be attributable to a neglect of the actual content of ethical judgments; that is, to precisely what survey respondents are evaluating. This content usually involves one or more brief vignettes or scenarios in which an ethically questionable activity has been carried out or witnessed.
However, investigators rarely, if ever, provide substantive reasons for using specific vignettes, and the following example is typical: "Five scenarios . . . constructed by the researchers (or adopted from previous research) were employed in the study" with no further explanation offered other than these scenarios "represented" various "problem categories" (Davis, Andersen, & Curtis, 2001, p. 41) . To further confound matters, even when the same basic vignette has been used in different studies, salient vignette details often differ without acknowledgement yielding variations and permutations without apparent rhyme or reason. A likely consequence of this seemingly haphazard diversity is that any insight gleaned about ethical judgments might very well be situation-specific and applicable only to the vignette(s) examined rather than generalizable (Collins, 2000, p. 16) . The purpose of this paper is to examine vignette content in some depth in order to identify some overarching themes that may be present in the considerable vignette diversity that characterizes the ethical judgments literature. Six themes will be discussed later. Theme identification may be important to the extent that it provides an organizing framework that permits more focused research, and thus an accumulation of knowledge, based on coherent groupings of vignettes.
Our point of departure was the observations of Mudrack and Mason (2012) based on their analysis of a few specific vignettes that suggested four criteria (e.g., victim salience) on which these might meaningfully be classified. With little to no prior discussion in the literature regarding vignette Vignette Themes (Revised) 4 content, there seemed no obvious alternative approach that would help to make sense of vignette proliferation and diversity. A closer examination of their vignettes using these analytic criteria led us to identify two distinct themes, Dilemma and Classic. These criteria captured salient shared characteristics within each theme while also permitting elucidation of marked differences between themes. We then extended this work by using the same four criteria in the context of a comprehensive review of vignettes used in ethical judgment studies. This analysis yielded four additional vignette themes: Conspiracy, Sophie's Choice, Runaway Trolley, and Whistle Blowing (see Table) .
INSERT TABLE ABOUT HERE
In conducting the above investigation, we also noted that vignette themes are frequently characterized by inherent ambiguity, a phenomenon we illustrate with an often-used vignette relevant to bribery. This vignette has undergone many unexplained permutations through various investigations. We elaborated this issue in the literature and offered suggestions for providing clarity. Evidence was then presented for asserting the practical research value of the six identified themes both in offering a conceptual overlay to reconcile divergent and seemingly uncoupled findings and also in providing guidance regarding data aggregation across vignettes. These processes were illustrated using existing findings of relationships between ethical judgments and both Machiavellianism and locus of control. We concluded by suggesting the possibility that an awareness of vignette themes may provide a path forward that leads toward a deeper understanding of ethical judgments than has so far been available. Future research is needed to ascertain the value of this promising direction.
Investigating Ethical Judgments
As mentioned earlier, in the study of ethical judgments, respondents are presented with one or more vignettes that depict an ethically questionable activity, and then evaluate the appropriateness of the action described with one or more survey items (e.g., to what extent is this "fair" or "unfair"?). Such procedures differ from those followed in typical survey research. To assess, for example, personality traits or job satisfaction, respondents themselves furnish the frame of reference. They are asked to provide insight into themselves, or something (e.g., job) or someone (e.g., spouse or coworker) with which they Vignette Themes (Revised) 5 are familiar. In contrast, ethical judgments cannot occur until researchers provide the frame of reference; that is, something to judge. Respondents must be presented with specific activities performed by specific persons in specific ways before it is even possible to offer evaluations. Ethical judgments, therefore, are inseparable from the precise details of what is being judged. In this atypical abstraction inherent in vignettes, and the absence of lived, felt experience, these details may become especially crucial.
Although actual vignette features are the obvious starting point for ethical judgments, these seem an afterthought in many empirical investigations. As noted by Mudrack and Mason (2012) , researchers seldom offer definitive reasons for using the specific vignettes; a practice that can be traced back to Reidenbach and Robin's (1990) seminal work. Many papers, in fact, omit vignettes altogether (e.g., Chiu and Erdener, 2003; Cohen and Bennie, 2006; Razzaque and Hwee, 2002; Schwepker and Ingram, 1996; Shafer, 2008) , while others merely allude to vignette content (e.g., "offer monetary bribe to buyer", "indirect material bribe to buyer"; Stevenson and Bodkin, 1998, p. 50) . Indeed, investigators generally tend to focus far more on "format" (which combinations of survey items to use) than on "content" (what precisely is being judged). This seemingly misplaced focus, however, may be both understandable and inevitable given the difficulties associated with vignette selection.
Persons interested in collecting data on ethical judgments are immediately faced with the daunting task of selecting from the vast array of vignettes that have appeared in the published literature (or developing their own stimulus materials), and little guidance is available for making appropriate choices. Even investigators who focus on a specific topic such as bribery have many different options at their disposal. For example, vignette protagonists could willingly offer bribes, bribes could be ordered by supervisors, or would-be bribe recipients could demand payment. What seems urgently needed here is parsimony; specifically, identification of commonalities in vignettes that would enable these to be classified or categorized into, ideally, one of a relatively few overarching themes. Empirical investigations could then explore ethical judgments in the context of different themes in some depth, build directly on prior research, and thus perhaps create a more meaningful understanding of such judgments than has heretofore been available. We begin by looking more closely at the specific vignettes discussed Vignette Themes (Revised) 6 by Mudrack and Mason (2012) and use four criteria on which vignettes might usefully be classified to identify two separate themes, Dilemma and Classic.
Dilemma and Classic Themed Vignettes
With the aforementioned goal of parsimony, vignette themes cannot realistically be based on details that seem almost limitless in their variety such as the specific questionable activities presented (e.g., bribery, price-fixing), settings for activities discussed (e.g., auditing, retailing), the specific roles of vignette protagonists (e.g., store manager, accountant), or protagonist demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender). In attempting to develop systematic vignette parameters, Mudrack and Mason (2012) noted the potential relevance of three factors (protagonist freedom of action, extent of personal benefits accruing to protagonists, victim salience) that provide possible criteria for theme identification in the context of a vignette used by Shafer (2002) . In this situation, the accountant protagonist was ordered to perform a questionable act (backdate sales invoices), feared losing his job if he refused, and did not benefit in any tangible way by this action (beyond being keeping his job). Moreover, the vignette was silent on any harm resulting from this action or victims affected by it. As "this plan would increase gross profit and pretax income by approximately $100 000" (p. 260), the harm presumably involved shareholders and possible investors misled about company performance.
The protagonist in this situation has clearly been put into a difficult position. Not only would the accountant be doing something that likely seems wrong to him (and that certainly lacks tangible rewards regardless), he might also serve as a convenient scapegoat if caught, with the supervisor who issued orders being able credibly to deny involvement. Under such conditions, what is the right thing to do?
Should the accountant simply refuse a direct order, and risk unemployment? Alternatively, should he comply, however reluctantly, get his "hands dirty", and risk possible criminal prosecution later? This situation represents a genuine dilemma in that there are two possibilities available, neither of which is practically acceptable. The vignette protagonist in this situation is literally caught on the "horns of a dilemma", where the sharp points of the two metaphorical "horns" are both destructive. As suggested by Mudrack and Mason (2012), Shafer's (2002) respondents may have evaluated the "wrong protagonist", Vignette Themes (Revised) 7 which could explain the general absence of hypothesis support in that study. These respondents judged only the ethics of the accountant who followed orders but not the supervisor who issued orders that deliberately put someone in a compromising position, and who may even technically be guilty of extortion; that is, obtaining a service through coercion or threats, whether explicit or implicit. Indeed, the supervisor's ethics seem more questionable than those of the accountant.
Rather than simply speculate about the relative ethics of different vignette protagonists, we asked a sample of 94 senior undergraduate business students to read the vignette used by Shafer (2002) , and to evaluate the actions of both the accountant and the supervisor on two seven-point scales anchored by unethical (seven points) and ethical (one point). Regardless of which protagonist was judged first (there were two versions of the survey), the supervisor clearly emerged as "more unethical" (mean score = 6.22) than the accountant (mean score = 3.87). Shafer's (2002) respondents, in contrast, who had only one protagonist from which to choose, generally indicated that the accountant's actions were "clearly unethical" (p. 254; lowest reported mean score = 9.03 out of 10, minimum score of zero). On the sevenpoint scale used here, such a score is equivalent to 6.38. Of course, what is unknown is whether any of Shafer's (2002) respondents happened to notice the mitigating circumstances of supervisory orders that apparently seem obvious once pointed out, and factored this into their evaluations of the accountant. Also unknown is the extent to which these respondents made judgments based on the totality of the situation that included duress applied by the supervisor, even though they were only asked to judge the accountant.
Just because the significance of evaluating the "correct protagonist" has apparently gone unnoticed by researchers does not necessarily imply that respondents likewise failed to notice this. The possibility that not all respondents evaluated the same event in the same way calls into question the construct validity of Shafer's (2002) vignette--a reasonable but until now unexplored explanation for hypothesis non-support.
Regardless, although it may have factored into their ethical judgments, Shafer's respondents also did not definitively evaluate the most ethically questionable action described (or implicit) in the story, and this may be another vignette characteristic relevant in theme determination. (Barnett, Bass, and Brown, 1994) involved, respectively, an auditor ordered to destroy papers and a manager who authorized, apparently not in writing, a subordinate to violate rules. Other examples of Dilemma vignettes appear in the Appendix. In each of these situations, investigators did not note the possible significance of protagonists, for example, having reduced "degrees of freedom", and provided no indication that such vignette details were chosen for specific conceptual reasons. As discussed, researchers seldom if ever mentioned any reasons whatsoever for using particular vignettes. Mudrack and Mason (2012) contrasted the Dilemma vignette used by Shafer (2002) with the three Classic vignettes employed in Reidenbach and Robin's (1990) foundational research and elsewhere.
One of these latter involved an auto dealer who superficially fixed a customer's problem vehicle until the warranty expired, and then charged full price actually to resolve the problem (the Appendix describes other vignettes). In this situation, the protagonist has complete freedom of action and is not subject to outside pressures from supervisors or clients. For example, the auto dealer chose to stall until the warranty expired before conducting needed repairs, received no "requests" or orders to this effect, and also stands to benefit personally by earning more money than otherwise would have been earned. Moreover, Classic vignettes explicitly identify victims of actions that seemed the most questionable present in the case as written; for example, the vehicle owner now required to pay full price for repairs.
On the three criteria for theme identification identified by Mudrack and Mason (2012) , plus the additional issue of whether respondents have evaluated the most ethically dubious action described, Dilemma and Classic vignettes differ profoundly (see Table) .
It should be noted that there is not necessarily anything wrong with Dilemma vignettes in the context of ethical judgments. Researchers, however, should be fully aware of the characteristics and implications of their vignettes and use dilemmas for clear conceptual reasons. For example, dilemmas would seem appropriate in the context of as yet unexamined hypotheses concerning relationships involving ethical judgments that specifically focus on protagonists who seem obliged to perform Vignette Themes (Revised) 9 questionable activities or face possible dire consequences. However, dilemmas are inappropriate if evaluations of purely self-interested and non-coerced protagonist behavior seem relevant because protagonists in Dilemma vignettes are behaving out of self-preservation rather than self-interest. The implicit parameters of different vignette types provide clarity of focus and can help researchers avoid the possible confounding effects of issues such as reduced protagonist freedom of choice and absence of selfinterest that are inherent in Dilemma vignettes, unless, of course, such issues are of specific interest.
In light of evidence that at least two themes may usefully be identified based on the four candidate criteria discussed, we examined other vignettes that have appeared in the published literature to determine if these criteria also enable coherent groupings to emerge. We first considered vignettes having a conspiracy theme, followed by a discussion of three additional emergent themes.
Conspiracy Themed Vignettes
A conspiracy is an agreement between at least two persons to break the law or otherwise commit an ethical violation at some point in the future. For some questionable activities, more than one willing participant is required before any behavior could be deemed inappropriate. Simply put, it often "takes two to tango", and an inducement offered by one party must be accepted by another. In bribery situations that do not involve coercion, a bribe offered must also be taken. In price fixing, multiple persons must agree on the prices to be charged for goods and services. In the transfer and sale of stolen goods, there must be both a seller and a buyer. Protagonists clearly stand to benefit from their behaviors in these instances. Offering a bribe, for example, provides something of value that might otherwise not be realized (e.g., having one's bid accepted) and receiving a bribe obviously means getting a great deal of money. The presence of multiple willing protagonists also implies the existence of at least two ethically questionable activities (e.g., offering and accepting bribes) with neither of these clearly "more unethical" than the other. The sample of 94 students, discussed earlier, also evaluated both parties in a brief bribery vignette in which a payment of $500,000 "could smooth the way for the company to sell" in the foreign market, with benefits accruing to both parties (Barnett, Bass, Brown and Hebert, 1998, p. 719, Vignette 2). On two items anchored by unethical (seven points) and ethical (one point), the company president Vignette Themes (Revised) 10 who paid the bribe scored 4.37 and the bribe recipient scored 4.24. Shawver and Sennetti (2009, Vignette 3) reported a mean score of 3.81 on the same scale.
The published literature is replete with examples of vignettes involving multiple willing participants engaged in some form of conspiracy (see Appendix). Each of these vignettes obviously include unique details, but also have a great deal in common in that protagonists appear free to choose ethically questionable behaviors designed to create personal benefits. Survey respondents also evaluate actions that seem not to be the most ethically questionable. As discussed, multiple acts of a dubious nature are present in conspiracies with little apparent basis to conclude unambiguously and definitively that one is less appropriate than another. These vignettes also are alike in their general absence of reference to victims (e.g., companies unable or unwilling to pay bribes being excluded from consideration, auto dealers who lose money when salespeople accept kickback payments, lower tax revenues than would otherwise be realized). Conspiracy vignettes may be readily classified on the four candidate criteria identified here: 1) Protagonist Free Choice, Yes; 2) Protagonist Benefits, Yes; 3) Victim Salience, Low; 4) Has Most Questionable Action Been Evaluated, No (see Table) .
As with dilemmas, there is nothing necessarily wrong with using vignettes that depict conspiracies as long as they have direct relevance to research questions asked. Some issues, however, may need to be resolved before proceeding. Is there a clear basis for asking respondents to evaluate the actions of only one vignette protagonist when there are two likely candidates from which to choose, or has one simply been selected at random or by default? What might happen to ethical judgments with a different protagonist targeted? Should respondents be asked to judge both participants in the conspiracy?
Are researchers themselves able to identify potential victims that are typically ignored in such vignettes?
If vignettes were written so as to make victims more salient (e.g., by specifically mentioning parties harmed by the conspiracy), what effect might that have on both the ethical judgments that emerge and the empirical support for hypotheses advanced regarding these judgments? Jones (1991) identified six situational characteristics that seem likely to affect ethical judgments, one of which was "proximity"; that is, the extent to which those affected by an action are similar to or different from the individual making Vignette Themes (Revised) 11 the judgment. Although inconclusive links between ethical judgments and proximity exist (e.g., Barnett, 2001) , it seems likely that if proximity could influence such judgments, then whether or not victims (that is, those affected by an action) are even mentioned at all or are omitted altogether will influence them.
Future research could determine if questionable actions depicted in vignettes are viewed as less appropriate than they might otherwise be when victim salience is high rather than low.
Sophie's Choice Themed Vignettes
In the novel Sophie's Choice (Styron, 1979) , later a motion picture, the Sophie character is forced to make a harrowing choice between two equally undesirable alternatives. One of her two children is to be put to death, and Sophie must decide which child will live and which will die. In this forced decision, identical negative consequences flow from all available options. Many vignettes in the ethical judgments literature involve protagonists placed in similar, albeit less traumatic, circumstances. For example, a manager must decide which of two employees will be terminated: a relatively young employee recently hired, or an older employee "with a history of absenteeism due to illness in the family" (e.g., Cohen, Pant, and Sharp, 1998, p. 267, Vignette 5; Eweje and Brunton, 2010, p. 106, Scenario 3; Shawver and Sennetti, 2009, p. 675, Vignette 1) . The Appendix presents other examples of similar vignettes.
As before, in spite of these vignettes' distinctive features, all can be classified similarly on the four parameters discussed here. In each case, protagonists are obliged to pursue a course of action in which someone will inevitably be harmed. Regardless of whether a superior officer indicates that something must be done or whether it is simply poor financial performance that dictates action, the protagonist is not making a free choice. In all likelihood, protagonists, like Sophie, would prefer not having to make such choices at all. Protagonists also do not directly benefit in any tangible way from their actions. No personal gain or rewards follow from protagonist decisions, at least in vignettes as written. Victim salience, however, is high in that specific employees, for example, are being terminated.
Finally, respondents appear to be evaluating the most ethically questionable action depicted or implied in the vignette. Even superior officers who insist that protagonists must take action seem not to be behaving arbitrarily (as in the novel), but rather are themselves responding, for example, to declining financial Vignette Themes (Revised) 12 revenue. Sophie's Choice vignettes manifest a coherent pattern on the four criteria addressed that differs from that found in other vignette themes: 1) Protagonist Free Choice, No; 2) Protagonist Benefits, No; 3) Victim Salience, High; 4) Has Most Questionable Action Been Evaluated, Yes (see Table) .
Sophie's Choice vignettes have the potential to advance knowledge about ethical judgments.
However, investigators must be mindful both that such vignettes, in fact, have been used, and that judgments about protagonists who take actions without free choice and without coercion have direct relevance to research questions asked. Future research could consider what happens to ethical judgments if vignettes were written so as to underscore their resemblance to "Sophie's Choice". For example, if a manager decided to spare the jobs of the two specific employees who had been targeted in the vignette used by Valentine and Hollinsgworth (2012, see Appendix) , then two different employees would have to be terminated given the apparent requirement to eliminate at least some jobs. Although this certainly is implied in the vignette as written, explicit mention could have predictable effects on overall ethical judgments. Respondents might be more inclined than they would otherwise to appreciate the difficult position in which the vignette protagonist who must terminate someone has been placed and might, as a consequence, judge this person less harshly.
Runaway Trolley Themed Vignettes
In the classic "trolley problem" (e.g., Bartels and Pizarro, 2011, p. 159; Thomson, 1985) , a trolley without working brakes is bearing down on five workers on a track who have no opportunity to escape.
In order to save these five lives, the driver is able to divert the trolley to a side track on which only one worker, who likewise is unable to avoid the trolley, is standing. Is it permissible to injure or kill one person in order to save several? Some vignettes used in ethical judgments research resemble scaled down versions of this situation in which helping one person creates some harm for another. For example, an auditor with two clients discovers that one (a company on the verge of bankruptcy) owes another a considerable sum of money, and warns the creditor client of the impending bankruptcy (e.g., Buchan, 2005, Vignette 1; Cohen, Pant, and Sharp, 1993, p. 18, Vignette 2; Davis et al., 2001, p. 51, Vignette 6) . The auditor was Vignette Themes (Revised) 13 not required to disclose the information, did not benefit personally from this, and likely acted out of a desire to help, albeit in a small way, the creditor client by providing relevant information (that would soon be apparent anyway). This disclosure, clearly the most ethically questionable action discussed, certainly violated client confidentiality, and thus the client is a salient victim. The amount of harm created seems slight, however, as disclosure would have little to no effect on either the impending bankruptcy or the likelihood of having to repay money owed. See Appendix for other examples. Runaway Trolley vignettes generally share the following characteristics: 1) Protagonist Free Choice, Yes; 2) Protagonist Benefits, No; 3) Victim Salience, High (perhaps "low" in insider trading situations; see Appendix); 4) Has Most Questionable Action Been Evaluated, Yes (see Table) .
As with other themes, investigators who use Runaway Trolley vignettes must have reason to believe that judgments in the context of this theme provide insight into specific research questions.
Moreover, these vignettes must seem sensible as written and have external validity. For example, a tax advisor helped a company reduce taxable income through deceptive and questionable means (Shafer and Simmons, 2008, p. 720 ; see also . As written, the vignette seems consistent with a Runaway Trolley theme (although with low victim salience), in that the advisor is risking sanctions or loss (or suspension) of a license to practice simply out of an apparent selfless desire to help someone else make a great deal of money. In the "real world", this seems unlikely. If the advisor performed such actions in response to a real or perceived threat on the part of the client to find a different advisor, then the vignette theme would more closely resemble Dilemma than Runaway Trolley. If this person received tangible benefits from these actions (e.g., kickbacks) then the vignette would have a Conspiracy theme. The vignette, however, was silent on threats or benefits. Therefore, its overarching theme seems ambiguous at best. Vignettes must be constructed with relevant details sufficiently delineated to allow respondents to make ethical judgments based on actual vignette content rather than assumed content involving possible threats or benefits. An absence of clarity in crucial details automatically calls into question the construct validity of the vignette and any evaluations based on it.
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Whistle Blowing Themed Vignettes
Whistle blowing occurs when one or more individuals inform the public or someone in authority about apparent dishonest, illegal, or inappropriate activities. Reactions to such informing can vary widely. Whistle blowers may sometimes be viewed as selflessly exposing wrongdoing and corruption, but may also be seen as self-aggrandizing "snitches". Many investigators have asked for evaluations of a vignette protagonist who observes an ethically questionable activity and who must decide whether or not to inform an authority figure. For example, in the vignette used by Barnett, Bass, and Brown (1996) , a student noticed another student who appeared to be cheating during an examination. Respondents evaluated the ethical appropriateness of the observer "blowing the whistle" on the cheater. See Appendix for other vignettes that featured whistle blowing.
Although these vignettes differ in many details, they all seem basically identical on the four criteria proposed here for theme identification, and differ from other types of vignettes on these same criteria. Whistle blowers are not compelled to inform others about the activities they witness, and thus have free choice to behave as they do. Protagonists also receive no tangible benefits from informing, perhaps other than an intrinsic sense of knowing that "justice has been served". Moreover, victim salience seems low in such vignettes, in that victims have typically not been explicitly identified. For example, the student who cheated (Barnett et al., 1996) presumably was not forced into this by anyone else, and was aware that cheating carried with it a risk of repercussions if detected. Therefore, the cheater is not a "victim" of the whistle blower, other than perhaps in the narrow sense of being adversely affected by an action or circumstance. However, unlike someone whose residence was burglarized, any adverse effects followed from a free choice to engage in a risky activity. Vignettes are generally silent on mentioning any "actual victims" of activities identified by the whistle blower, such as future students who may now be subject to greater scrutiny and more mistrust because of cheating. Finally, whistle blowing is not the most ethically questionable behavior in the vignette. On two seven-point scales anchored by unethical (seven points) and ethical (one point), the sample of 94 students mentioned earlier evaluated the actions of two individuals in the peer-reporting vignette discussed above. The student who cheated scored Vignette Themes (Revised) 15 6.11 and the student who reported cheating scored 2.44. With only the whistle blower evaluated, Barnett et al. (1996) reported a mean score of 5.81 out of 9 (equivalent to a score of 4.52 out of seven). Table) . Based on the preceding discussion, however, researchers may wish to ask respondents to judge the actions of both the protagonist who blows the whistle and the targeted perpetrator, and also to refer in the vignette to "actual" victims of the activity being spotlighted by the whistle blower. Such details might help make abstract vignettes "come alive" for respondents by encouraging them to consider issues of likely relevance in real situations. Whistle blowers behave as they do because they have encountered something that seems wrong to them. Survey respondents, of course, may disagree, but asking about the appropriateness of perpetrator behavior and calling attention to victims reduces the likelihood that respondents will fail to notice salient issues.
Unlike other types examined, it seems patently obvious when vignettes are relevant to whistle blowing, as evidenced by, if nothing else, the titles of papers (e.g., Patel, 1993; ). Nonetheless, considering the proposed criteria for theme identification suggests that this may not be as straightforward as it might seem at a glance. Not every vignette that involves blowing the whistle necessarily and unambiguously shares the same Whistle Blowing theme. Issues of potential relevance to classification in such cases may include the identity of the perpetrator and the intended beneficiary of the dubious action being considered for exposure. Barnett et al. (1994, Vignette 19) mentioned only unnamed violators of company policies, referred merely to undefined "major corruption", and Zhang et al.'s (2009) perpetrator was described only as a "senior colleague". Such vignettes appear not to have been written with sufficient detail to ensure that all respondents would be evaluating the same behavior in the same way because of haziness concerning both the perpetrator's identity and the underlying purpose of the questionable activities. If some judges assumed that the perpetrator happened to be the protagonist's immediate supervisor or a member of senior management, then they could conclude that the pressure to keep quiet about any apparent violations would be far Vignette Themes (Revised) 16 stronger than it might if the perpetrator were a peer or an employee in a different department (or of a different organization; e.g., Ayers and Kaplan, 2005) . When supervisors are involved, even respondents who believed that blowing the whistle would be the "right thing to do" might nonetheless recognize these not insignificant constraints on protagonist behavior. Such recognition, therefore, could affect not only ethical judgments but also respondent behavioral intentions (i.e., the likelihood of behaving as the protagonist did--almost all studies of ethical judgments also ask about this) in that blowing the whistle might seem inadvisable regardless of its desirability. In effect, given the personal risk to protagonists inherent in exposing their bosses, respondents who assumed "supervisor" would be evaluating a different set of circumstances with far different implications from respondents reading the same vignette but who assumed "peer". Insufficient vignette detail produces uncertainty about the overarching theme, and raises construct validity concerns by inappropriately allowing respondents essentially to "create their own vignette" and to make their own theme decisions. After all, when free choice is reduced, as in a vignette used by Patel (1993) whose protagonist was explicitly threatened in order to maintain silence about questionable activities, then a Whistle Blowing theme has seemingly transformed into a Dilemma theme.
According to the Table, Whistle Blowing and Dilemma vignettes are identical in all respects relevant to theme identification except for the issue of protagonist free choice.
Intended beneficiaries of questionable actions being considered for exposure have similar implications for theme identification. Whistle blowing intended to spotlight activities that harm organizations, such as consultant misconduct , pilfering company property or embezzlement , seems far less personally risky than does exposure of activities designed, however misguided the attempt and regardless of ultimate desirability or efficacy, to help organizations. For example, the employee of the auto parts firm who considered informing customers about quality concerns saved his or her employer a considerable sum of money by keeping silent. Production would probably have to be halted while conducting a time consuming and expensive investigation into quality issues, and many parts produced would likely have to be scrapped.
At least in the short term, supervisors and senior managers would seem inclined, at a minimum, to resent Vignette Themes (Revised) 17 an employee who blew the whistle and thus created major problems for them and their company.
Management resentment, or even anger, potentially has severe negative repercussions for the career prospects or even immediate future employment of the whistle blower. In contrast, management appreciation seems likely when whistle blowers, for example, halt embezzlement, with far less threat of retaliation, and certainly with this emerging only from the embezzling colleague alone rather than the organization as a whole. If some respondents happened to recognize the dilemma in which protagonists contemplating blowing the whistle on ostensibly "helpful" activities have been placed, while others "noticed" only whistle blowing, then, again, the construct validity of the vignette and any judgments emerging from it becomes suspect. Perhaps such vignettes should specifically address likely personal implications for the protagonist who blows the whistle. Actual employees who consider exposing supervisory misconduct undoubtedly weigh personal risks carefully when making their decision. In order to enable the abstraction of a described (rather than a lived) situation conform more closely to reality, vignettes must include important details. Failure to do so again seems to encourage respondents inappropriately to "create their own vignette" and to insert details that happen to occur to them. As discussed earlier, ethical judgments should emerge from actual, rather than assumed, vignette content in order to eliminate possible threats to construct validity. Before continuing the discussion of inherent ambiguity that often seems present in vignettes, and that commenced in the context of Runaway Trolley and Whistle Blowing themes, we first address a type of vignette that has often appeared in ethical judgments research, but for which the four criteria discussed throughout may not always be relevant.
Victimless Vignettes
Some investigations into ethical judgments have used vignettes that seem curiously inappropriate in that the activities described evidently produce neither harms nor victims. For example, Chan, Wong, and Leung (2008) asked respondents to evaluate the ethical appropriateness of people bringing their own shopping bags to stores. Is it ethical for people to apply for credit cards that they rarely use (Ding, Chang, and Liu, 2009) , for a store to refund money to customers (Dornoff and Tankersley, 1975) , for a bank to extend credit or loans that violate only its "normal (internal) lending criteria" (e.g., Cohen et al., 1998, Vignette Themes (Revised) 18 Vignette 2; Shawver and Sennetti, 2009), for a business to "buy ergonomically designed tools to avoid muscle injuries" (Bucar, Glas, and Hisrich, 2003, p. 277) , or for managers of a Mexican restaurant to hire Hispanic employees (Schepers, 2003) ? Such vignettes do not easily fit the criteria for theme identification in that both "Victim Salience" and "Has Most Questionable Action Been Evaluated" are not applicable in vignettes that feature neither victims nor questionable actions. Perhaps more importantly, if the goal of such research is to advance knowledge about ethical judgments, the point of such vignettes is not readily apparent.
Rollfast Bicycle Company: Theme Ambiguity
A vivid example of theme ambiguity has appeared in the context of the "Rollfast Bicycle
Company" vignette used in several investigations. The basic plot is that, although Rollfast was barred from selling bicycles in an Asian country, a large cash payment would enable access to the market and thus substantial profits. Without explanation or even acknowledgement, many vignette details differed across studies. Some examples are: 1) the presence or absence of severe time constraints, highly salient in Cherry (2006) but not mentioned in Barnett et al. (1998) ; 2) the specific amount of the bribe, not provided in Cherry and Fraedrich (2002) but appearing in Barnett et al. (1998;  that is, half a million dollars); 3) the expected benefit to Rollfast from bribery, whether not mentioned (Cherry, 2006) , five million dollars (Barnett et al., 1998) , or five dollars (Barnett et al., 1994, p. 478, Vignette 8 ; likely a typographical error); and 4) precisely whose money was being spent, that is, the company's money or the employee's own money (Cherry, Lee, and Chien, 2003, p. 373) .
2 Other details that varied across different studies, however, potentially shift the overarching vignette theme. On the surface, the case seems to describe a conspiracy. However, the identity of the vignette protagonist, whether company president (Barnett et al., 1994 (Barnett et al., , 1998 or an employee with an unspecified job title but who seems not to be a member of senior management (Cherry, 2006; Cherry and Fraedrich, 2002; Cherry et al., 2003) , may matter greatly to the ethical judgments that emerge because this detail blurs the line between Conspiracy and Dilemma themes. A protagonist who was "merely" an employee may feel compelled to pay the bribe money simply given the existence of a superior who likely would react favorably to increased profits and Vignette Themes (Revised) 19 who might dismiss an employee who passed up an opportunity for these. This compulsion, however, seems muted or even entirely absent when a company president is asked to pay a bribe, because a chief executive officer would have ample opportunity to explain, for example, to the board of directors that this profitable opportunity was declined on ethical grounds. As discussed earlier in the context of Dilemma vignettes, if the ethical judgments provided by even some survey respondents could be influenced by reduced protagonist "degrees of freedom", then the construct validity of vignettes and the judgments that emerge from them seem suspect because not all respondents would necessarily have evaluated the activities presented using the same criteria. Again, vignettes details require sufficient clarity to permit ethical judgments to be based on actual rather than assumed content.
One commonality across different versions of the Rollfast situation, whether framed as dilemma or conspiracy, was the absence of any references to victims of bribery. This shared characteristic is unsurprising because, after all, victim salience is low in both vignette types (see Table) . Victims of bribery might include customers and shareholders required ultimately to shoulder the costs associated with bribes, other companies excluded from consideration if they are unable or unwilling to bribe, and even bribing companies themselves who may now have little choice but to acquiesce to any demands for additional payments (cf. Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012, p. 319) . As discussed previously, respondent ethical judgments may also be affected by victim salience in that bribery (also informing others about opportunities for insider trading, relevant to a Runaway Trolley theme; see Appendix) would likely be regarded generally as less appropriate than it might otherwise be when victims have been identified.
Some Implications of Vignette Theme Identification
Ultimately, the potential for vignette theme identification to contribute meaningfully to the advancement of knowledge about ethical judgments is a matter for future investigation. In the meantime, however, evidence already suggests that viewing relevant research through the lens of vignette themes helps both to determine whether or not to aggregate data emerging from multiple vignettes, and also to make sense of patterns of unexpectedly weak or seemingly contradictory findings that, until now, have defied easy understanding.
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Aggregated or Disaggregated Data
One issue that inevitably arises whenever researchers use more than one vignette is whether scores from different vignettes should be aggregated to create an overall ethical judgments score or should be considered separately. Little firm guidance is available in the literature. McMahon and Harvey (2007) recommended aggregation as a general rule, but many studies have not followed this advice (e.g., Barnett et al., 1994; Valentine and Hollingsworth, 2012) . Separate analyses for each vignette seem not to be excessive, perhaps, when two vignettes are used, but certainly have the potential to consume valuable journal space when analyses relevant to three (Davis et al., 2001, Tables 4, 7, and 8; Vitell, Bakir, Paolillo, Hidalgo, Al-Khatib and Rawwas, 2003, Tables 2-9) , six (Cohen et al., 1993, Tables 4-7) , or twenty-six separate vignettes are presented (Barnett et al, 1994, Tables 1, 3, and 4) . The apparent existence of distinct themes, however, suggests a straightforward resolution to the issue of aggregation appropriateness. Ethical judgments emerging from different vignettes with the same theme appear to represent the same underlying construct, and aggregated scores would not only be parsimonious and able to be presented succinctly, but also conceptually meaningful. However, scores from vignettes using different themes (e.g., Conspiracy and Sophie's Choice) likely should not be aggregated because of the ambiguous construct validity of the resulting measure. An ethical judgment about a situation in which two parties plan a questionable act for mutual benefit is simply not automatically and necessarily equivalent to a judgment about a situation in which managers are compelled by circumstances beyond their control to terminate some employees.
The consequences of inappropriate aggregation may be profound. Consider the meta-analysis of Pan and Sparks (2012) that, for example, amalgamated findings relevant to ethical idealism and relativism from the 26 vignettes of Barnett et al. (1994) and the peer-blowing vignette of Barnett et al. (1996) . Such procedures imply that judgments about the ethicality of a student reporting apparent cheating (Barnett et al., 1996; Whistle Blowing) , someone who stole a life-saving drug (Barnett et al., 1994 , Vignette 2;
Runaway Trolley), an auditor ordered to destroy papers (Vignette 3; Dilemma), a company that polluted the air when this would likely not be detected (Vignette 10; Classic), a worker that took longer than Vignette Themes (Revised) 21 necessary to do a job (Vignette 15; benefits to worker not specified), and a salesperson that offered gifts to customers (Vignette 25; harms and victims not specified) were essentially equivalent and thus able to be combined meaningfully. Until empirical evidence to the contrary is provided, apparent inappropriate aggregation of results across multiple vignettes with different themes raises construct validity concerns that call into question the ultimate value of the meta-analytic results reported by Pan and Sparks (2012) .
A Thematic Recasting of Existing Findings
Two personality traits generally associated with "poor ethics" are Machiavellianism (high) and locus of control (external). Such results, however, have not appeared consistently in ethical judgments research in spite of hypotheses suggesting otherwise (Mudrack and Mason, 2012) . Machiavellianism is characterized by intense self-focus and a willingness to do almost anything that serves one's own interests (Christie and Geis, 1970) , and externally controlled individuals, who largely feel unable to get what they want through their own direct efforts and abilities, may be inclined to resort to ethically questionable tactics (e.g., Mudrack, 1990) . Therefore, both Machiavellianism and locus of control seem likely to assume particular relevance for ethical judgments in situations in which vignette protagonists act in order to benefit themselves personally and to advance their own interests; that is, in Classic and Conspiracy situations according to the increase sales that more definitively benefit the company rather than the protagonist. Bass, Barnett, and Brown's (1999, p. 192) vignette simply involved "liking for one customer and disliking for another"
affecting "price, delivery, and other decisions regarding the terms of sale", and was silent on any direct implications for protagonists. Loaning "software to another person for use on that person's computer" (McMahon and Cohen, 2009, pp. 15-16 ; see also Eweje and Brunton, 2010, Scenario 8; Radtke, 2000, Vignette 4; Wagner and Sanders, 2001, p. 164) suggests a desire to assist the borrower, and thus a Runaway Trolley theme, but helping others has little relevance for Machiavellians, at least in the absence of a quid pro quo. Razzaque and Hwee (2002) alluded to, but did not provide, a vignette that apparently featured a purchasing manager violating company rules by going to lunch with a specific person. Implications for the purchasing manager, beyond having a lunch companion, were not discussed.
One of the credit card vignettes of Ding et al. (2009, p. 833) involved someone continuing to use their card even though they had not yet received a bill. In each of these studies, results that provided weak or no hypothesis support now seem unsurprising given the absence of any tangible protagonist benefit.
Investigators interested in empirical support for hypotheses involving ethical judgments need to ensure that salient vignette details have conceptual relevance to the construct linked to such judgments.
DISCUSSION
The ethical judgments literature is characterized by remarkable diversity in the stimulus materials presented to potential survey respondents, and the general absence of both apparent rationales for choices made regarding such materials, and often the materials themselves. Perhaps none of this would seem especially relevant if knowledge about ethical judgments had accumulated and advanced in the last quarter century, but this seems not to have been the case (cf. Mudrack and Mason, 2012) . Rather than adding to research findings and understanding of ethical judgments, vignette diversity has seemingly led to an inchoate and rather fragmented body of questionable work. A greater emphasis on overarching themes embedded in vignettes, and more careful vignette construction to eliminate ambiguities, seem urgently required as a forward research direction.
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The purpose of this paper was not to classify and categorize any and all possible vignettes that have been, or could be, used in ethical judgments research, but rather to examine carefully some vignettes that have appeared in the literature in an effort to determine what they might have in common. Building on earlier research, we proposed four criteria on which vignettes might meaningfully be categorized: 1) is the protagonist able to make a free choice whether or not to engage in the activity described; 2) does the protagonist benefit personally from this activity; 3) how salient are victims in the vignette description; and 4) have respondents been asked to evaluate the appropriateness of the most questionable activity described or implicit in the vignette. We identified six overarching vignette themes, labeled here as Dilemma, Classic, Conspiracy, Sophie's Choice, Runaway Trolley, and Whistle Blowing (see Table) ,
based on unique patterns of responses to the questions implicit in these criteria. Moreover, preliminary evidence suggests that the parameters used to delineate different themes matter to at least some survey respondents and influence their evaluations, and that the likelihood of finding empirical support for hypotheses advanced involving ethical judgments may be affected by the vignette theme selected.
Although vignettes used in the literature have tended to conform to specific patterns, this does not necessarily imply that such patterns are always normatively appropriate. Vignettes with low victim salience, for example, may require alteration to increase this in order to make otherwise abstract vignette details "come alive" and thus more closely approximate actual situations for respondents who may not always have carefully thought through the full implications of the situation in which protagonists have been placed. High Machiavellian individuals, for example, may not care much about victims regardless of their salience, but actually discussing victims at least increases the likelihood that they will be considered rather than overlooked completely.
Moreover, the six themes identified are probably not the only ones that might be meaningful given that two responses on each of four criteria yield sixteen possible combinations. Future study is required to determine which of these additional combinations may be theoretically interesting (e.g., whistle blowing protagonists who benefit by exposing apparent malfeasance; for instance, by attempting to eliminate a rival for a promotional opportunity), and whether criteria such as intended beneficiaries of Vignette Themes (Revised) 24 activities evaluated might be relevant for theme identification. For example, Classic vignettes in which organizations profit from questionable activities (e.g., Reidenbach and Robin, 1990 ) may actually represent a theme that differs from vignettes in which organizations are harmed by such practices Hudson and Miller, 2005 ; see also Runaway Trolley vignettes with differing levels of victim salience), or perhaps these are best conceived simply as variations on a single theme.
Although this paper has likely not finalized the process of theme identification, the six themes addressed here provide a parsimonious starting point from which to overcome the limitations of much prior ethical judgments research. As discussed throughout, given that reasons for using specific vignettes rarely appeared in the literature, no evidence exists to suggest that researchers were necessarily always aware of the essential characteristics of vignettes used, or possible implications of these characteristics for emergent ethical judgments or hypothesis support. Many vignettes used in the literature have uncertain construct validity if the purpose of research was to elicit respondent impressions of self-interested ethically questionable behaviors, because these are absent in Dilemma, Sophie's Choice, and Runaway Trolley vignettes. In such instances, if some (but not all) respondents clearly perceived, for example, the implicit dilemma or choice that almost seem to be "hiding in plain sight", then not all respondents would have evaluated the same vignette in the same way. Under such circumstances, construct validity concerns create heretofore unconsidered plausible rival explanations for results, typically the absence of significant results (cf. Mudrack and Mason, 2012) . A specific proposition that perhaps may guide future research is that if the appropriateness of self-interested protagonist behavior is to be investigated, then vignettes presented to respondents must feature self-interested protagonist behavior.
In general, it seems entirely inappropriate for respondents to be asked to furnish their own interpretations of vignettes whose details or themes are ambiguous. In the vignette used by Shafer and Simmons (2008) , for instance, respondents themselves implicitly seem to have been asked to "fill in the blanks" and decide whether the situation was consistent with a Dilemma, a Conspiracy, or a Runaway Ethical judgments are not possible in the absence of something to judge. To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first time that the content of such judgments has been taken seriously, explicitly reflected upon, and examined in any depth. If the purpose of ethical judgments research is "the explanation, prediction, and control of unethical behavior" (Flory, Phillips, Reidenbach, and Robin, 1993, p. 418) , then it may be that the journey toward this worthwhile objective, although long delayed, may now begin in earnest.
Vignette Themes (Revised) 26 Notes 1 Barnett et al. (1996) used a nine-point semantic differential scale for respondents to record their reactions to the observer informing the professor about the apparent cheating. Ethical judgments were assessed with the eight items from the Multidimensional Ethics Scale (Reidenbach and Robin, 1990) .
The left anchor descriptor included, for example, the labels fair and just, while the corresponding right anchor labels were unfair and unjust (p. 1171). Although the paper did not address the precise meaning of higher or lower ethical judgments scores, higher scores on these two items, and four others, thus suggested that respondents interpreted the reporting as ethically inappropriate (i.e., this was unfair).
However, for two of the eight items, the right anchor descriptors were does not violate an unwritten contract and does not violate an unspoken promise which implies viewing the activity as ethically appropriate. The matching left anchors involved violations of unwritten contracts and unspoken promises, which correspond with regarding the action as unfair and unjust. The paper, however, did not specify whether any alterations were made to the scoring protocol on the "unspoken promise" and "unwritten contract" items. Scores on the eight items are not interpretable if these were simply combined or averaged without reversing the scoring on these two. See Mudrack and Mason (2012, Appendix) for additional discussion about ambiguities in many published reports concerning the precise meaning and implications of high (or low) scores on ethical judgments measures and the obvious need for clarity here.
